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The Global Tax Environment

The Global Tax Reset is a new age of international tax consistency and sharing of
information with and between tax authorities.
Why reset?
• International tax rules date back to 1920s - limited MNC activity
• Growth in cross-border trade; MNCs no, size and complexity
• Advent of the digital age
• Concern over gaps in international tax rules, exploitation of such gaps
• Ever increasing pressure for Gov’ts to collect additional revenue
Result
Sweeping changes to tax laws (both international and domestic) and treaties
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Key Themes
Tax Morality

Introduction of morality into tax in recent years
Debate on morality heightened by the financial crisis and political pressure:
• Belt tightening, tax increases, and wider tax reforms
• Multinational enterprises seen as paying (or being able to choose to pay) little tax; “unfair”
burden on individuals and national businesses
• International tax rules seen as out-dated
Tax debate (e.g. BEPS) part of a wider narrative around the developed versus developing world;
developing countries heavily dependent on tax collections
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Key Themes

Narrowing distinction between avoidance and evasion
OECD definitions:
“Evasion -- generally used to mean
illegal arrangements where liability to tax
is hidden or ignored, i.e. the taxpayer
pays less tax than he is legally obligated
to pay by hiding income or information
from the tax authorities.”
“Avoidance -- generally used to
describe the arrangement of a taxpayer's
affairs that is intended to reduce his tax
liability and that although the
arrangement could be strictly legal it is
usually in contradiction with the intent of
the law it purports to follow”

Evasion
(illegal)

Evasion
(illegal)

Avoidance & planning
(legal)

Avoidance
(immoral)

& planning
(approved)

“Tax planning --Arrangement of a
person's business and /or private affairs
in order to minimize tax liability.”
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Key Themes

Tax transparency
• Information sharing between revenue authorities and governments
• Non-transparent jurisdictions/ tax haven now shunned
• Greater reporting obligations for multinationals, e.g. country by country transfer pricing
reports
• Collaboration between revenue authorities – ATAF; TIWB
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Key Themes

Tax competition and reforms
• Countries seeking to widen their tax base e.g. taxing digital transactions
• Countries still use tax to attract investment – lower corporate tax rates; incentives
• Lower corporate and customs duties imply higher consumption and personal taxes
• Innovation to generate “new” taxes – carbon tax, sugar tax, social media tax; Robin Hood tax
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Global Tax
Environment:
The Kenyan
Context

The Kenyan Context

The key issues and themes shaping taxation in Kenya include:
• High level of debt exerting pressure on Government to increase tax revenue
• As a result, changes or new tax legislation inclined towards tax increases and reduction of
incentives – VAT Act 2103; Income Tax Bill 2018, Excise Act; Betting and Gaming
• Corporate tax – defying the global trends?
• Consumption and individual taxes – upward trend?
• Focus on multinationals – Transfer Pricing and International Tax
• Taxation of digital transactions – WIP
• Targeting both avoidance and evasion
Ultimately a country’s tax structure is designed to support its economic objectives and priorities.
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Impact on
Businesses
Is your
Organisation
Ready?

How will the changing tax landscape impact your business?

1. Reputational risk: increased focus on multinationals and adverse media coverage creates
new and significant brand risk especially for businesses that operate globally
2. Increasing tax risk: complexity of new legislation and global frameworks create additional
tax risks/ increase in tax controversy
3. Compliance: increased reporting and compliance costs
4. Business models: BEPS and TP changes affect business financing arrangements and
operating models/ global supply chain
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How will the changing tax landscape impact your business?

5. Greater international tax consistency (positive for business) – however inconsistencies
remain
6. Transparency and information sharing – risk of breach of confidentiality for commercially
sensitive information
7. Potentially higher overall tax liabilities (ETR) and potential increase in double taxation due to
unilateral tax changes
8. The new rules will affect more than the tax practices of organizations with multinational
operations – they will have broad-based business and operational impacts.
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How should your business respond to the changes?
Actions for businesses/ tax directors

1. Reflect and evaluate on impact of the changes; scenario planning
2. Identify priority areas of concern to address
3. Invest in or realign relevant systems/ processes/ people
4. Initiate timely action where change in business model may be required
5. Involve stakeholders beyond tax/ finance. Input required from C-suite and the board
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How to navigate the new tax environment

Issues for boards to consider (Source International Corporate Governance Network).
1. Increasingly important for board to set the right tone on tax strategy: a tone that’s both
prudent and sustainable. Determine the tax risk appetite
2. Boards should have sufficient expertise to understand tax strategy and its implications,
particularly for long-term profitability and value
3. Obtain advice to properly evaluate the organization’s tax strategy
4. Public disclosure of company’s tax practices – policy, commitment, total tax contribution
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Discussion

Questions and Answers
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Emerging and Current Trends in
Tax Administration, Enforcement
and Dispute Resolution
Fred Omondi
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Introduction

• Tax administration provisions lay down the rules around application and execution of the tax
laws encompassed under the various Tax Statutes. The administration rules generally answer
to the question ‘how should I comply?’
• Tax enforcement provisions stipulate the legal measures that would be taken to ensure
compliance with the various Tax Laws. The enforcement rules answer to ‘how do we ensure
compliance’?
• Tax dispute resolution provisions stipulate the rules on tax dispute settlement between the
Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) and the taxpayer. The rules on dispute resolution answer to
‘how do I resolve tax disputes’?
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Emerging and current trends in Tax
Administration
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Trends in Tax Administration
Agency Taxes/ Tax at Source
Agency Taxes/ Tax at Source
•

Growing trend of reliance on agents to collect tax

Withholding Tax (WHT)
•

Extended to more income sources – winnings from betting and gaming; demurrage; insurance premiums

•

Extension through interpretation – contractual fees vis-à-vis turnkey contracts; technical/management
fees definitions; treaty interpretation.

Withholding VAT (WHVAT)
•

WHVAT reintroduced through the Finance Act, 2016.

•

Indiscriminate appointment of withholding agents

•

Possible exemption if WHVAT results into credit position for more than 24 months

Presumptive Income Tax (PIT)
•

Targeting “small” traders

•

Enforcement in conjunction with County governments?

•

Lessons learnt from Turn-over Tax?
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Trends in Tax Administration

Challenges of Agency Taxes/ Tax at Source

• Equity – gross income vs gains or profits; high rates that are not reflective of industry margins
• Added costs to agents – collection costs; potential additional taxes and penalties plus suppliers
tendency to gross-up
• Agent caught in-between where disputes arise regarding applicability of tax
• Non-residents: challenge of double taxations; non-eligible for credits under DTA
• Suppliers – cash flow challenges; loss of income if tax not accounted for
• Dispute resolution – whose decision? Cost?
• Income Tax Bill – obligation of recipient to ensure supplier declares income!
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Trends in Tax Administration

Tax Representatives for non-resident taxpayers

• Registration of tax representatives be in the name of the non-resident person being
represented.
• Tax representative may act for more than one non-resident person.
• The Commissioner shall issue a PIN to the tax representative. Separate registration for each
non-resident person.
• Each representative shall be responsible for the tax obligation for which it has been appointed.
– The above proposal facilitate compliance by non-residents
– Challenge of risks borne by tax representative – though above proposals limit the
risks/obligations
– Clarity required on when non-residents should register through representatives
– Non-residents acting as nominees for other persons?
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Trends in Tax Administration

Self assessment regime
• Continues to be the mainstay of tax compliance
• Some user friendly changes introduced:
‒ i-tax filings
‒ Extension of time to file returns
‒ Lower penalties for individual late-filers
• Tax compliance certificate requirement – is this effective?
• Enforcement of obligation to obtain PIN from clients/ suppliers
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Emerging and current trends in Tax
Enforcement
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Trends in Tax Enforcement
Audits and investigation

• Aggressive positions adopted in tax audits – emerging interpretation issues; value of assessment
reaching new highs
• Industry or issue based audits
• Specialised? Audit units – international tax and transfer pricing; taxpayer segmentation
• Open period more appropriately defined; but practice may differ
• Investigations vs audit – no clear mandate? Duplication?
• Enhanced powers of revenue officers e.g. to
‒ enter and search any premises or vessels and seize;
‒ collect and detain evidence; and
‒ produce the evidence in any proceedings before a Court of Law or Tax Appeals
• Collaboration between revenue authorities – sharing information; transfer pricing; similar trends
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Trends in Tax Enforcement
Application of technology
• I-Tax now entrenched
• Use of i-tax (data-mining) to check compliance
• Customs and excise – scanners; electronic tracking; EGMS
• VAT – ETRs, ESDs. Successful or not?
• Other developments:
Penalty regime
• Higher penalties – e.g. tax shortfall, avoidance penalties;
• Limited scope for waivers
• Interest – short relief (now proposed to go back to 2%)
• WHT and WHVAT penalties
• Where is the carrot?
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Trends in Tax Enforcement
Tax amnesty

• Periodic relief to net non-compliant taxpayers
• Currently targeting offshore income. Limited success?
• Proposal for more structured voluntary disclosure programme
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Emerging and current trends in
Dispute Resolution
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Trends in Dispute Resolution
Tax Appeals

• Various tax appeals bodies merged into one tribunal
• Tribunal now public and sets precedent: challenges in practice
• Positive move to clear case backlog but delays in obtaining rulings: Limited capacity?
• Independence – financial, operational?
• Delayed appointments, lapsed terms, tax experience?
• Requirement for taxpayers to pay tax not in dispute before appeal (extension of time possible
under Finance Bill, 2018)
• Quality of rulings
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Trends in Dispute Resolution
Alternative Dispute Resolution

• Practice has been taking root for some years now
• Given legal backing in Finance Bill 2018
• Seen by some as give and take negotiations
• Capacity and independence of ADR team
• When is ADR appropriate?
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Q&A

Recent Developments International Tax &
Transfer Pricing
Doris Gichuru
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Agenda

• Overview of the global tax environment
• Overview of the business environment
• BEPS Actions
• Key global ITS developments & proposed
changes in the Income Tax Bill
• Key global TP developments & proposed
changes in the Income Tax Bill
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The Global Tax [r]Evolution

•

Multinational companies face a number of new tax-related challenges

Perception MNCs are
not paying fair share
of taxes

Loss of trust between
tax authorities and
business

Rise of source country
taxation

• Government deficits and related cut-backs
• Media attention and activist group interest has resulted in political interest in tax reform
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Overview of business model
Non-Centralised business model

Uganda

Kenya

Local clients
and suppliers

Manufact.

Manufact.

Local IP

Local IP

Sales

Sales

Distributio
n

Distributio
n

Local clients
and suppliers

Headquarters

Tanzania

Local clients
and suppliers
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Ethiopia

Manufact.

Manufact.

Local IP

Local IP

Sales

Sales

Distributio
n

Distributio
n

Local clients
and suppliers
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The evolution of the center-led business models
Brand and Intellectual
Property (IP)
development and
management

High
Supplier
identification
• Demand
aggregation
• Negotiation
• Contracting/
Framework
agreements
• Supplier
management/
development
•

Value

IP Development
Company

Supply Chain
Management Co.
Trading
Company
Sales Principal

Procurement Co

Low

HQ
Company
Low

Full Principal with IP
(Principal Operating
Company)

PLUS
• Logistics
management
• Import/Export
processing
• Freight forwarding

PLUS
• Sales and marketing strategy
• Pricing policies
Potential Business Impact

PLUS
• Brand and
Intellectual
property (IP)
management
PLUS
• Supply chain planning
• Inventory ownership and
management
• Manufacturing strategy
• Research and development
strategy

High

Business is driving towards center-led models that require alignment from a tax and
legal perspective

Global Tax [r]Evolution

• This new global tax environment has resulted in the following actions

Change in tax
authorities’
approach to
interpretation
of tax law and
tax treaties

Responsible
OECD’s BEPS
Taxproject
agenda

Changing
behaviours of
Unilateral
tax authorities
action
re tax treaties
and tax laws

OECD’s BEPS
Unilateral action
Actions

BEPS is part of the bigger picture
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Summary of BEPS Action Plans
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International tax
Selected BEPS Actions
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Action 7: Permanent Establishment (“PEs”)

• Action 7 aims to prevent the artificial avoidance of PE through redefining the threshold for
creating a PE including a focus on the use of commissionaires
• The term “permanent establishment” includes especially:
a) A place of management;
b) A branch;
c) An office;
d) A factory;
e) A workshop, and
f) A mine, an oil or gas well, a quarry or any other place of extraction of natural resources.
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Role of the PE Concept
Country of residence

Country of source

Business
activity

Enterprise

Art. 7(1): source state
may only tax business
profits if the business
activity constitutes a PE
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Art. 5: definition
of permanent
establishment

Art. 7: rules on
profit allocation
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Article 5 OECD Model (2014) – Pre BEPS
Art. 5(1)

Fixed place of business PE

Art. 5(2)

Positive list (examples)

Art. 5(3)

Construction PE

Art. 5(4)

Negative list (exceptions)

Art. 5(5)

Dependent agent PE

Art. 5(6)

Independent agent

Art. 5(7)

Subsidiary
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Article 5 OECD Model (2017) – Post BEPS
Art. 5(1)

Fixed place of business PE

Art. 5(2)

Positive list (examples)

Art. 5(3)

Construction PE

Art. 5(4)

Negative list (exceptions)

Art. 5(4.1)

Anti-fragmentation rule

Art. 5(5)

Dependent agent PE

Art. 5(6)

Independent agent

Art. 5(7)

Subsidiary

Art. 5(8)

Closely related enterprises
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Action 7: Avoidance of PE Status
PE type

Change

How?

Target

Fixed place of business
Art. 5(1)

Auxiliary/Prep. Exceptions
Art. 5(4)

Making all subparagraphs subject to a
“preparatory or auxiliary” condition

• Digital businesses (warehousing)
• Exempted “core functions” (e.g.
purchasing for sales entities)

New Art. 4.1.

New Anti-fragmentation rule

• Segmentation of cohesive
business operations,
complementary functions in
supply chain structures

Construction PE
Art. 5(3)

OECD Commentary

SAAR as example

• Split up of contracts

Agency PE

Dependent Agent Definition
Art. 5(5)

• Extends definition to an agent who
“habitually plays the principal
role leading to the conclusion of
• contracts that are concluded
without material modification” by
the principal
• contracts are performed by the
principal

•
•
•
•

Independent Agent
Definition 5(6)

No independence if one acts
exclusively or almost exclusively
on behalf of one or more enterprises to
which it is closely related

• Independent agents who are
practically dependent agents
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Sales/marketing service providers
Rep offices
Contracts negotiated in the source
state but approved/finalized
online
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BEPS Implications

• Commissionaire arrangements: commissionaire arrangements, where the sales takes place
without a substantive change in the functions performed in that country on the basis on non
binding contracts
− Commissionaire activities intended to result in conclusion= PE.
• Auxiliary or preparatory activities/character: each of the exceptions included therein is
restricted to activities that are otherwise of a “preparatory or auxiliary” character.
− preparatory or auxiliary can create a PE
• Anti-fragmentation: fragmenting a cohesive operating business into several small operations
or splitting contracts in order to argue that each part is merely engaged in preparatory.
− Not possible to avoid PE status by fragmenting or splitting contracts
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Proposed changes Income Tax Bill - PEs

• Proposal to expand definition to include a warehouse, a farm or plantation, a sales outlet,
supervisory activities in connection with a project site
• Service PE: The provision of services through employees who are in Kenya for more than 91
days in a given year.
• A branch to be taxed in the same way as a local company. @30% for taxable income up to
KES 500 million; and @35% for income above KES 500 million.
• Proposal for 10% tax on the repatriation of branch income (a summation of the after-tax
profits and any reduction in the net assets of the PE.)
• Payments made by a PE to head office not subject to WHT only if treated as a non deductible
expense for the branch.
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Action 6: Preventing Tax Treaty Abuse

Purposes of DTAs- Pre BEPS
• To avoid double taxation but not exclude taxation
• Tax Treaty System Allocates tax rights – Includes right not to tax to prevent ‘double taxation’
& encourage foreign investment.
Post BEPS
• DTA aim to end ‘double non-taxation’ & harmful tax practices
• “treaty shopping” - taking advantage of “better” tax treaties to lower the total tax burden for
the multinational group.
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Action 6: Prevent treaty abuse
Consideration

Overview of Actions

A-Treaty shopping

Limitation On Benefits clause (LOB)
Principal Purpose Test rule (General Anti Abuse rule)

A-Cases where a person tries
to circumvent the provisions
of domestic tax law using
treaty benefits

Precision as a general principle that the purpose of treaties is not to
restrict the taxation by a State of its own residents – except for specific
cases to be listed in the treaty – so allows the application of anti-abuse
rules by the contracting states for their residents

B - Clarification that tax
treaties are not intended to
be used to generate double
non-taxation

Statements that avoiding tax evasion and avoidance is also a purpose of
the treaty (change of title, of the preamble and of the introduction of the
Model Convention)

C - Tax policy considerations
that countries should consider
before deciding to enter into a
tax treaty
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Insert in the Introduction to the OECD Model a section C “Tax policy
considerations that are relevant to the decision of whether to enter into a
tax treaty or amend an existing treaty”
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Proposed changes Income Tax Bill on DTA

• Proposal to expand the limitation on application of DTA by excluding the below persons (in the
other treaty partner state) from benefiting from a double tax treaty:
− A holding company;
− Supervision or administration of a group of companies;
− Entities providing group financing (including cash pooling); or
− Entities making or managing investments.
• DTA Would not apply where a company is formed to just provide financing or administration
support e.g. a shared service centre (SSC).
Kenya India DTA Amended
• The Kenya India DTA, initially concluded in 1985, was revised, with an effective date of 01
January 2018 incorporated BEPS action plans. E.g. PE definition now includes sales outlets and
warehouses providing storage facilities for others and service PEs.
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Action 15: Multilateral Instrument (“MLI”)

• Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent BEPS– MLI
• Signed on 7 June 2017 by 68 countries
• 11 African countries signed the MLI
•

Burkina Faso

•

Cameroon

•

Cote d’Ivoire

•

Egypt,

•

Gabon,

•

Mauritius

•

Nigeria

•

Senegal

•

Seychelles

•

South Africa

•

Tunisia

• EAC countries still did not sign – expected to sign 2018/2019
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MLI - PE Provisions

• Article 12 – Artificial Avoidance of Permanent Establishment Status through Commissionaire
Arrangements and Similar Strategies
‒ Notifications
‒ Reservations
• Article 13 – Artificial Avoidance of Permanent Establishment Status through the Specific
Activity Exemptions
‒ Notifications
‒ Options (A – B)
‒ Reservations
• Article 14 – Splitting-up of Contracts
• Article 15- Definition of a person closely related
• MLI has 17 articles – and commentary on options
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Overview of PE Options Taken under the MLI by African Countries
Country

Article 12

Article 13

Article 14

Article 15

Burkina Faso

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in

Cameroon

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in

Cote d’Ivoire

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in

Egypt

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in

Gabon

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in

Mauritius

Opted out

Opted out

Opted out

Opted out

Nigeria

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in

Senegal

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in

Seychelles

Opted out

Opted out

Opted out

Opted out

South Africa

Opted out

Opted in - A

Opted out

Opted in

Tunisia

Opted in

Opted in - A

Opted in

Opted in
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Matching principal - Option country X versus Option country Y

Articles

NL

Nigeria

Impact on treaty

Article 12 - Artificial avoidance of PE Commissionaire

Opted in

Opted in

Article 12 would apply

Article 13 - Artificial avoidance of PE activity exemptions

Opted in - A

Opted in - A

Opted A would apply

Article 14 - Splitting up of contracts

Opted in

Opted in

Article 14 would apply

Article 15 - Définition closely related per

Opted in

Opted in

Article 15 would apply

Article 12 - Artificial avoidance of PE Commissionaire

Opted in

Opted in

Article 12 would apply

Article 11 - Restrict a party’s right to tax

Opted out

Opted out

Article 11 would not apply

Article 8 – Dividend transfer

Opted in

Opted out

Article 8 (1) would not apply
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Challenges of the MLI

Interpretation of tax treaties

• Domestic law country A
• Domestic law country B
• Tax treaty A-B
• MLI position country A
• MLI position country B
• MLI text
• MLI Explanatory statement
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Transfer pricing
Selected BEPS Actions
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BEPS Actions- Transfer Pricing

• Actions 8: Assure that TP outcomes are in line with value creation: Intangibles
• Action 9:

Assure that TP outcomes are in line with value creation: Risks/Capital

• Action10: Aligning Transfer Pricing Outcomes with Value Creation: Other high risk transactions
• Action 13: Transfer Pricing Documentation and Country-by-Country Reporting
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BEPS Impact?
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Transparency
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BEPS Inclusive Framework Participants

• BEPS Inclusive Framework
–

113 countries joined as of March 2018

–

4 BEPS minimum standards must be implemented

–

Including Action 13: CbC

• African BEPS Inclusive framework members
•

Angola

•

Congo

•

Kenya

•

Sierra Leone’

•

Benin

•

Côte d’Ivoire

•

Liberia

•

South Africa

•

Botswana

•

Djibouti

•

Mauritius

•

Tunisia

•

Burkina Faso

•

DRC

•

Nigeria

•

Zambia

•

Cameroon

•

Egypt

•

Senegal
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New documentation guidelines: a 3-tiered approach

Master File
•

Key information about the group's global operations including a high-level overview of a
company’s business operations along with important information on a company’s global
transfer pricing policies with respect to intangibles and financing

Local File
•

Information and support of the intercompany transactions that the local company
engages in with related parties

Country-by-Country Template
•

Maste
Maste
r
r
Key financial information on all group members on an aggregate country basis with an
activity code for each member
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CbC Reporting- Templates
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CbC Reporting- Templates
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Proposed changes Income Tax Bill -TP

• Expansion of TP scope – transaction between resident entities or PE and a non-resident
person located in a preferential tax regime whether or not the non-resident is an associated
person.
Preferential regime is defined to include countries:
‒ Whose income tax rate is less than 16%;
‒ Lacks transparency do not have an effective exchange of information arrangement; or
‒ Do not allow access to banking information.
• Transactions with non-resident entities where the transaction or the non-resident person lacks
economic substance.
• CbCR reports: to be filed by each ultimate parent entity or a constituent entity (resident for
tax purposes in Kenya)
Not later than twelve months after the last day of the reporting financial year of the
multinational enterprise group.
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Proposed changes Income Tax Bill -TP
•

Expansion of the definition of “control” beyond holding of shares or voting rights in a company.

•

threshold reduced from 25% to 20% shares or voting rights in the company.

•

Other added aspects include
− Advanced a loan of not less than 75% of the book value of the total assets of the other person (excludes
loans from unrelated financial institutions);
− Guarantees loan of not less than 75% of the total indebtedness of the other person excluding
guarantees from unrelated financial institutions;
− Owns IP, which the other person wholly depends on for the manufacture, processing or carrying out of
business;
− Supplies 90% or more of the purchases of the other person and in addition influences the prices and
other conditions related to the supply;
− Influences atleast 90% of the sales of the other person or price and conditions relating thereto; and
− Is deemed by the Commissioner to control the other person by any other form.
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Practical steps to mitigate TP exposure

• Evaluate the potential impact of BEPS on business models
• Review of agreements for appropriate language and allocation of roles and responsibilities
• Detailed functional analysis to confirm substance and control
• Enhanced economic analysis as the world of one-sided TP analyses is gone
• Strategies to avoid PE: review commissionaires models and assessing steps necessary to
change the structure
• Maintain documentation file to support transactions on an ongoing basis.
• CbC reports / disclosures should be accurate
• Develop an appropriate localized TP policy.
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Questions and Answers
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Indirect Tax Outlook
Lillian Kubebea
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Contents

•

Overview of indirect taxes

•

Value Added Tax

•

Customs

•

Excise Duty
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Overview

Kenyan focus on indirect tax compliance and enforcement
Indirect Tax legislation
Broadening of the tax base; more items now under
the purview of VAT and Excise Duty.

Collection gap
More focus on indirect taxes to close the revenue
collection gap

Data collections
Provisions included in the Tax
Procedures Act, 2015 and the Banking
Act which enable information sharing
between KRA and other tax authorities.

Technology tools
Increased visibility by the Kenya Revenue Authority through the use
of iTax & mobile-based platforms
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VAT compliance landscape

VAT accounting
• Records
• Invoices
• Import documents
• Retention/Storage

VAT registration
• Mandatory/Voluntary
• Establishment
• VAT representative

VAT filings
• Electronic return filing
• VAT refunds
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Customs compliance landscape
Increasing
volume of
consignments

• Improve compliance
• Increase interaction
speed
Reduce manual
paper-based
processes and
introduce
electronic
submissions

Manual
procedures

Lack of
pre-arrival
information

Electronic Service
Channel

Lack of
resources and
equipment

Weak
control and
enforcement
measures

Challenges:
Increase in
online low-value
trading

Quick turnaround
time, quick
processing times
and fewer errors

World
Customs
Organisation

The Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR)
Annual Tax Retreat 2018

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is moving towards an open
system philosophy in which information will be exchanged electronically, by a
range of different means e.g. SCT

Potential
solutions

More
effective
customs
controls

Bank
Single
window:
Traders submit
all information
required
for a shipment
once and
its processed
in a proper
sequence
to targeted
recipients

Customs
Partner
government
agencies
Chamber of
Commerce
Insurance
company
Potential
solutions

Customs
and Traders

• Real-time
assessment
The disruption of the
Internet of Things

Trade facilitation

Challenges:
Control and
enforcement

1

More
efficient
customs
clearance

2

Uniform
application
of customs
law

3

More effective
data analysis
and efficient
production
of external
trade
statistics

More
efficient
revenue
collection

4

5

Making use of digital and electronic systems provides traders and customs with
several opportunities for improving clearance and delivery processes

Advance
electronic
submission
of manifest
(pre-arrival/
pre-loading)

Risk
assessed
and duty
calculated

Traders
pay duty
pre-arrival

Physical
inspection
(if required)

Clearance
of goods

Online Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) assessment and
status
Establishing modernised systems
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Excise compliance landscape

Excise duty licensing
- Manufacturers of excisable
goods
- Providers of excisable services
- Importers of goods requiring
stamps

Excise Duty return filing
- Electronic return filing
- Excise Duty refunds
- EGMS
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Excise Duty accounting
- Production schedules
- Invoices
- Export entries
- Stamp reconciliations
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Value
Added Tax

Overview of VAT
in Kenya
Finding the key

Overview of VAT in Kenya
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Overview of Value Added Tax in Kenya
• Registration threshold – KES 5 million per annum;
• Registration within 30 days of hitting the threshold;
Registration • Commissioner empowered to register persons

Charging
VAT

Input tax
deduction

Return
filing

• VAT applicable on taxable local supplies and imports of taxable goods and services;
• VAT rates; 16% & zero-rate;
• Exempt supplies set out in the law; and
• VAT payable at the time of supply (can be deferred to 20th day of the next month).

• Input tax deductible to the extent it relates to generation of taxable supplies;
• Such deduction should be made within 6 months of time of supply;
• Partial deduction in case of mixed supplies (taxable & non-taxable).

• VAT returns filed every month – on the 20th day of the following month;
• Late filing penalty set at KES 10,000 or 5% of unpaid tax, whichever is higher.
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VAT compliance aspects under the TPA (at a glance)
Assessment of tax

Late payment penalty and interest

1. Objection procedures

1. Simple interest at 1% p.a - Likely to change to
2% (Finance Bill, 2018 proposal)

2. Amending tax returns
3. Appeal procedures partly under TPA and partly
under TAT Act

2. Penalty at 20% - (Finance Bill, 2018 proposal)

Tax Procedures Act, 2015

Other key aspects
1. Private and public rulings provisions
Withholding VAT provisions

2. Offences and penalties
3. Application of information and technology
4. Appointing tax representatives
5. Collection and recovery of tax & enforcement
provisions
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Emerging VAT Trends
Keeping up with
the changes
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Emerging VAT trends

Increased global trade
• e-commerce – largely
electronic services
• More imports & exports
• Triangulation arrangements
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Compliance through
technology
• iTax has greatly aided
compliance
• Increased focus on industry
specific audits
• Increased visibility by KRA on
taxpayer dealings

Pressure on revenue?
• List of zero rated and exempt
supplies reduced
• Items under transition now
becoming taxable Petroleum products & VAT
remissions
• KRA more aggressive - Audits
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Key Legislative Changes
Highlights of what
has changed
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Key changes since commencement of VAT Act, 2013
More items now taxable at 16%
Deliberate push to reduce the list of exempt and
zero-rated items

Less appetite to zero-rate. Where necessary,
exemption is preferred

Introduction of withholding VAT @ 6%
All taxpayers can be appointed as agents

One may opt to be excluded where there are
justifiable grounds

Compliance and administrative procedures moved to TPA
Aimed at harmonizing such procedures for ALL domestic taxes

Introduction of the VAT Regulations, 2017
New Regulations now in place
Annual Tax Retreat 2018

Key VAT aspects left out. E.g. need for more guidance
on exported services, ETR rules & group registration
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VAT Compliance
Focus Areas
Mitigating the risk
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Key recent areas of focus

Annual Tax Retreat 2018

VAT status of
services
traded across
borders

VAT on some
financial
services

Sales
reconciliations

Input tax
deduction –
prohibitions &
supporting
documents
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VAT planning and saving areas

• Due to zero-rating
• Bad debts
• VAT paid in error

VAT Refunds
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• Applicable where
WHVAT credit exists
for over 24 months
• KRA has been slow
to action but is now
picking momentum

• Applicable in cases
of uncertainty
• Binding on the
Commissioner

• Objection and
appeal where there
are sufficient
grounds
• Alternative Dispute
Resolution
• Waiver application –
penalty and interest

WHVAT
exemption

Private ruling
applications

VAT
assessments
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Customs

Contents

• Common areas of focus in
Customs post clearance audits
• Regional AEO
• EAC developments
• COMESA developments
• Questions & answers
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Common areas of focus in Customs post clearance audits
Paying for import duties directly to Commissioner
• Increased cases of fraud by some clearing
agents.
• Who is liable?
• Liability of owner for acts of a duly
authorised agent – EACCMA Sec 148;
.
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Common areas of focus in post clearance audits
Customs
valuation

Document
retention

Related party
transactions

In
accordance
with EAC CET
2017

Commercial
invoices,
insurance notes,
freight notes

Insurance
debit notes
or 1.5%
factor

Tariff rulings

Proof of duty
payment

Royalties

Other source
charges
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Tariff
classification

Certificates
of origin

Exemption
letters
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Common areas of focus in post clearance audits
Has KRA approach changed over the years?
Increased focus on the following areas:
• Does the total of
value of imported
goods on ledger
tally with CV on
Simba?

• Are royalties paid
as condition of
sale?
• Do they relate to
the goods being
valued?
Purchases
ledgers

Payments
made to
foreign
suppliers;
• Do they tally
with total CV
declared on
Simba?
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Sales and
royalty
agreements;

Increased desk
audits
• Focus on tariff
classification
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Customs Post clearance audits
Way forward

• Periodic reviews on Customs processes
• Automation of internal customs
processes
• Experienced staff dealing with Customs
issues
• Staff armed with relevant resources
• Robust internal controls within the
company
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Regional AEO
Who is an AEO?
• An individual, a business entity or a company involved in international trade
and is duly authorized by the Commissioner to transact business with
Customs under special arrangements.
Regional AEO
• Introduced to enable compliant traders benefit from a special treatment at
the regional level throughout the cargo clearance process.
• Meant to enhance trade facilitation and promote partnership between
Customs and business as per World Customs Organization’s SAFE Framework
of standards.
Categories
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Importers
Exporters
Clearing and Forwarding Agents
Transporters
Manufacturers (engaged in import and export), and
Bonded Warehouse Operators
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Benefits of regional AEO
Importer/ Exporter/ Manufacturer
• Automatic processing of declaration;
• No physical or document examination except for random or risk based interventions/exceptional cases;
• Electronic Cargo Tracking System (ECTS) requirement waiver where applicable;
• Expedited payment of refund claims; and
• Reduced Customs security wherever applicable.
Clearing and Forwarding Agents
• Guaranteed renewal of Customs agent’s license;
• Priority to participate in Customs initiatives;
• Priority treatment in cargo clearance chain; and
• Waiver of movement bond requirements for AEO.
Transporters
• Guaranteed renewal of transit goods licence and any other licences issued by Customs;
• Exemption from the mandatory use of Customs Electronic Cargo Tracking System (ECTS); and
• Priority clearance at the borders.
Warehouse Operators
• Self-management of bonded warehouse;
• Guaranteed renewal of Warehouse Operator’s license; and
• Reduced Customs security wherever applicable
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Eligibility requirements

Applicants are required to supply to the Commissioner the following information:

1. Company details
2. Record of Compliance
3. Ability to maintain proper customs records
4. Financial Solvency
5. Security and safety standards
6. Volume of business
7. Nature of Goods Traded
8. Trade Partners
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Developments in the EAC
Comprehensive review of
the EAC CMA

•Partner States have submitted proposals.
•Legal and Customs experts met in May 2018 and considered draft proposals.
•Online module set up on EAC website to collect views from the private sector.
•Agreed proposals to be submitted for consideration in the next SCTIFI in
October/November 2018.

Comprehensive review of
the EAC CET

•The EAC has worked on the principles, criteria and proposed tariff bands.
•Partner States (except Kenya)have submitted preliminary proposals
classifying & categorizing goods.
•Outstanding work includes : consolidation of regional reports; development of
criteria and bands for classifying goods; and mapping products to agreed
bands and criteria.
•Deadline for conclusion of the review set for June 2019.

Non-compliance with
Customs union protocol

•TZ not applying preferential rates on fruit juice, pharmaceutical products &
cigarettes originating from Kenya.
•Kenya exempted sugar from import duty in May 2017 without consulting
other Partner States.
•Numerous charges required by various agencies in TZ on milk and milk
products from Kenya.
•TZ an UG declined proposal to enter goods under bond pending resolution of
the issues.

Operationalization of One
Stop Border Point (OSBP)

•12 out of the 15 targeted OSBP constructed. 10 already operational.
•Sensitization of traders on OSBP ongoing.
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Developments in the EAC
EAC Agreement on
avoidance of Double
Taxation

•Signed by all the 5 countries in 2010
•So far only Rwanda, Kenya and Uganda have ratified the Agreement
•The EAC had set a deadline of July 2018 for Burundi and TZ to sign but this
is yet to actualize.

EAC Electronic Certificate
of Origin (e-CoO)

•E-CoO developed and implemented by Rwanda and Uganda
•KRA to roll out the E-CoO upon full roll out of iCMS.

East Africa Standards
(EAS)

•New EAS approved by the Council.
•To be implemented upon gazettement.
•Task force established to develop guidelines to facilitate free movement of
goods that are regulated by more than one agency focusing on food
products and cosmetics.

Full implementation of
Single Customs Territory

•The EAC Committee on Customs agreed to fully roll out SCT from 31 July
2017.

EAC Monetary Union

•The EAC is in the process of establishing key institutions to facilitate creation
of a monetary union.
•Institutions to be established include: EA Monetary Institute; EA Statistical
Bureau, EA Financial Services and the EA Surveillance, Compliance and
Enforcement Commission.
•The EA Monetary Institute Bill and the EA Statistics Bureau Bill introduced in
May 2018 to pave way for establishment of the institutions.
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Developments in COMESA

 Introduction of electronic certificates
of origin.
 Extension of sugar safeguard
measures granted to Kenya for
another 2 years with effect from Feb
2019.
 Admission of Somalia and Tunisia into
COMESA taking the number of
Member States to 21.
 Egypt, Kenya and Uganda have
ratified the TFTA. 11 more countries
need to ratify for it to become
operational.
 Libya has signed the TFTA bringing
the number to 22.
Annual Tax Retreat 2018
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Excise
Duty

Contents

•

Implementation of EGMS

•

Robin Hood Tax

•

Inflationary adjustments

•

Questions & answers
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Implementation of EGMS

Introduced in 2013 vide EGMS Regulations 2013 as per Section 116B of the repealed
Customs & Excise Act

• EGMS Regulations required that all excisable goods except motor vehicles be affixed with
stamps.
• Licensed manufactures bear the cost of:
– acquiring the stamps;
– excise stamps applicators;
– adjustments and adaptations of equipment and premises necessary to install the EGMS
system
• EGMS Regulations 2017 introduced in 2017 repealed EGMS Regulations 2013.
• The Regulations varied the prices of stamps per product; Previously a standard price of
KES.1.50 per stamp applied.
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Implementation of EGMS

• KRA scheduled to implement the EGMS in 2 phases
– Phase 1 covering spirits, wine and cigarettes implemented in 2013
– Phase 2 was scheduled to take effect on 1 November 2018.
• The High Court, on 12 March 2018, invalidated the EGMS Regulations 2017 on the basis that
they were enacted in a manner that violated the Constitution and the Statutory Instruments
Act.
• The Court of Appeal stayed the execution of the High Court judgement pending hearing and
determination of the appeals before it.
• The National Assembly also weighed in on the matter and on 26 July 2018 made a decision
that the EGMS Regulations were null and void since they were not discussed and approved by
Parliament.
• The KRA postponed the implementation of the EGMS on bottled water and juices that was to
commence on 1 August 2018.
Annual Tax Retreat 2018
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Implementation of EGMS
Introduction of EGMS
-Introduced in 2013
vide EGMS
Regulations 2013.

Implementation of EGMS

-KRA scheduled to
-Required all excisable implement the EGMS
goods except motor
in 2 phases:
vehicles be affixed
-Phase 1 covering
with stamps.
spirits, wine and
-EGMS Regulations
cigarettes
2017 introduced in
implemented in 2013
2017 repealed EGMS
-Phase 2 was
Regulations 2013
scheduled to take
-The Regulations
effect on 1 November
varied the prices of
2018.
stamps per product;
Previously a standard
price of KES.1.50 per
stamp applied.
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Court process
-The High Court, on
12 March 2018,
invalidated the EGMS
Regulations 2017 on
the basis that they
were enacted in a
manner that violated
the Constitution and
the Statutory
Instruments Act.
-The Court of Appeal
stayed the execution
of the High Court
judgement pending
hearing and
determination of the
appeals before it.

Parliament
-The National
Assembly also
weighed in on the
matter and on 26 July
2018 made a decision
that the EGMS
Regulations were null
and void since they
were not discussed
and approved by
Parliament.

Postponement of
implementation
-The KRA postponed
the implementation of
the EGMS on bottled
water and juices that
was to commence on
1 August 2018.
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Robin hood tax

0.05%
excise
duty on
money
transfer

Finance Bill 2018 proposed to impose excise duty of 0.05% on money
transferred by banks, money transfer agencies and other financial
service providers in case of money transfer of KES 500,000 or more.
Effective date – 1 July 2018
The High Court issued a conservatory order delaying the implementation of the
excise duty on 19 July.
The order is effective until such a time a proper definition of “money
transferred by banks” is provided and sufficient time allowed for alteration of
computer systems operated by banks to charge excise duty.
Excise duty is not collectable from 1 July 2018.
Any excise duty collected by financial institutions since 1 July 2018 is not
payable to KRA.
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Annual inflationary adjustment

Annual
inflationary
adjustment
of specific
rates

The Commissioner adjusted specific excise duty rates for inflation on certain
excisable goods effective 1 August 2018.
Adjustment done vide a Gazette notice in accordance with Section 10 of the
Excise Duty Act.
Inflationary adjustment should be made at the beginning of every financial year.
Calculated as the average rate of monthly inflation of the preceding financial
year.
Average inflation for FY 18 was 5.25% as per KNBS statistics.
Rates were adjusted at varying rates of between 4% and 5.2%.
Affected products include fruit juices, waters and other non-alcoholic beverages,
beers, wine e.t.c
Petroleum products not affected.
First time inflationary adjustments are being implemented by the CG since the
law took effect on 1 December 2015.
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Inflationary adjustments
Description
Fruit juices (including grape must), and vegetable juices, unfermented and not
containing added spirit, whether or not containing added sugar or other sweetening
matter

Current rate (KES)
10 per litre

New rate (KES)
10.5 per litre

5 per litre

5.20 per litre

Beer, cider, perry, mead, opaque beer and mixtures of fermented beverages with nonalcoholic beverages and spirituous beverages of alcoholic strength not exceeding 10%

100 per litre

105.20 per litre

Powdered beer
Wines including fortified wines, and other alcoholic beverages obtained by fermentation
of fruits

100 per kg
150 per litre

105.20 per kg
157.80 per litre

Spirits of undenatured ethyl alcohol; spirits liqueurs and other spirituous beverages of
alcoholic strength exceeding 10%

200 per litre

210.40 per litre

10,000.00 per kg

10,520.00 per kg

Electronic cigarettes
Cartridge for use in electronic cigarettes
Cigarettes with filters (hinge lid and soft cap)
Cigarettes without filters (plain cigarettes)
Other manufactured tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes; “homogenous” and
“reconstituted tobacco”; tobacco extracts and essences

3,000 per unit
2,000 per unit
2,500 per mille
1,800 per mille
7,000 per kg

3,156 per unit
2,104 per unit
2,630 per mille
1,893 per mille
7,364 per kg

Motor cycles of tariff heading 8711 other than motor cycle ambulances and locally
assembled motor cycles

10,000 per unit

10,520 per unit

Waters and other non-alcoholic beverages not including fruit or vegetable juices.

Cigars, cheroots and cigarillos, containing tobacco or tobacco substitutes
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Q&A
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